TechAssist
User Instructions

Congratulations on your purchase of the AirTurn TechAssist – your stay at home, work at home, learn at home
assistant! We hope you enjoy the many uses that this tool will provide.
Your TechAssist consists of two parts. The goSTAND and the
MANOS. The MANOS holds your tablet and goSTAND holds
the MANOS.
They connect together with a standard 5/8-27 thread
that is used in the pro audio industry for mic stands and
microphone holders.

Attaching the MANOS to the goSTAND
First set up the goSTAND. If you plan to use it at full
height, extend the feet to provide more stability. To
attach the MANOS extend the goSTAND first to waist
height. Note: Be careful not to over tighten the thumb
screws on the goSTAND.
Loosen the two arm knobs and open the MANOS so
the two arms click to hold it flat. Note: Do not completely remove the arm knobs from the MANOS.
Loosen the pivotknob and move the pivot perpendicular to the arms. Retighten the pivot knob. Now
you can easily screw the MANOS onto the goSTAND.

Mounting Your Tablet/Phone to the MANOS
Release the two arms from the clips. Squeeze open one
of the “hands” and place one edge of the tablet or
phone into the hand. Then squeeze open the other
hand and adjust the arm to engage the other side of
the tablet.
Adjust the arms inward until there is a firm fit against
your tablet and then firmly tighten the arm knobs.
Loosen the pivot knob and position to the desired tilt
and tighten firmly. Rotate the tablet or phone to the
desired portrait or landscape mode.
Note: If you plan to use a tablet in portrait mode, make
sure to place tablet off center, so more than half of the
tablet will be above the midpoint of the hands. By placing
the center of gravity higher the tablet will not droop down.

Helpful Tips
When using the TechAssist with a phone or small tablet
place the device off-center so you don’t cover the “home
button”.
For smaller devices place the edge into the corner of the
hand for a tighter fit.
On larger devices, such as the iPad pro or a device with a
case, both edges of the inside of the hand will touch the
back of the tablet.

Add-On Accessories
Get even more accessibility and versatility when
you add a Side Mount Clamp or Boom Extension.
Use a Side Mount to display your device when
using a microphone or adding accessories to your
performance rig.
Use a Boom to bring your device closer for better
access when sitting in a recliner, lounging on the
couch, or working on projects.
Check with your dealer or order from our website.

App Control Made Easy
Check out our Bluetooth controllers that offer easy
hands-free or handheld control for page turning,
teleprompters, video streaming, MIDI, and more!

Warranty
Your AirTurn TechAssist will last for many years. For extra
protection, register today for a 2-year repair or exchange
warranty. Register at warranty.airturn.com

We’ll hold your tablet or phone so you can work, learn, watch, or play!
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